the Orlando Furioso Angelica finds herself chased by amorous suitors, whose main objective is taking her virginity by force. 2 The most common scene in art from the Orlando Furioso is taken from Canto 19 when the newlywed Anglica and Medoro carve their names on trees and rocks as tokens of their mutual affection. Having fallen in love with the wounded soldier Medoro, whom she has nursed back to health, Angelica finds herself dying from her passion for the youth. She declares her love for him and they have sexual intercourse before proceeding to marriage . Representations of the couple include this moral ambiguity by showing Angelica in a state of undress. In the aftermath of the scandal that broke out when Marcantonio Raimondi (c. 1480 Raimondi (c. -c. 1534 ) engraved Giulio Romano's (c. 1499-1546) I Modi, Mannerist artists depicted love-making couples with intertwined limbs to suggest coitus without actually showing it. 3 For instance, Giorgio Ghisi's (c. 1520-84) engraving after a design by his brother Teodoro (1536 Teodoro ( -1601 pictures the undressed Angelica seated on Medoro's thigh and positioned between his spread legs as she embraces him while he carves his name beneath hers on a tree (Fig. 1) . 4 As Charles Dempsey has observed, the engraving recalls Ariosto's metaphors of lovers clinging to one another like the vine to the oak or the ivy to the elm tree, which is exactly what one sees behind the couple. Unlike the nervous energy of the bodily torsions seen in the print, artists after 1600 would picture the encounter in a more tranquil, pastoral mode, testifying to the change in literary taste in the aftermath of Torquato Tasso's lyricism and the successes of Giovanni Battista Guarini's Il Pastor fido and later that of L'Adone by Giambattista Marino. A painting by the French baroque artist Jacques Blanchard (1600-38) shows the lovers united in carving a single trunk, their raised arms forming a single, interlocking contour. This alludes to the nodi of the letters of their carved names as described by Ariosto (OF, 19.36.8) (fig. 2) . 5 In such pastoral interpretations the nudity of Angelica emphasizes post-coital, matrimonial bliss.
From the scenes of Angelica in love I shall now turn to her plight, described earlier in the poem, as she strives to survive in a foreign world of chivalry and armed warfare. Painted for the Marquis Bartolomeo del Monte sometime before 1630, the Florentine Jacopo Vignali's (1592-1664) Sacripante and Angelica focuses on the topos of male desire for an untouched woman and in turn, her attempt at using her virginity to control him (for a reproduction of the picture, please see http://www.orlandofurioso.org).
6 Vignali painted the moment of his first awareness of her presence as he lifts his head from his melancholy pose (1.53.1-8). Smiling, she extends her arms to welcome him. Having pursued Angelica from his kingdom in Circassia to France, the king finally realizes that he has lost all trace of her. Preceding the depicted moment, Angelica, exhausted from being chased by Rinaldo whom she abhors, has discovered a thicket of flowering hawthorn and red roses in a forest, hollow and welcoming on the inside. She liberates her 6 Bartolozzi Vita di Jacopo Vignali, 13; Fumagalli, Rossi, and Spinelli, L'Arme e gli amori 203-04. horse from its harness, and it seeks out a stream for drinking, seen in the painting on the left. Invisible to the outside word, she lays down to sleep only to wake up soon thereafter at the sound of an approaching horse. Still in hiding she sees a knight by the riverbank, whose lamentations Ariosto tells could have softened a fierce tiger or made a stone break ). Sacripante's unhappiness stems from his belief that Angelica is no longer a virgin, and his speech introduces metaphors of the loss of virginity as the picking of fruit and flowers. Using similes deeming virginity common to the liturgy of the Virgin Mary, he describes a woman's untouched state like a fresh, carefully guarded rose in a garden, which, once plucked, looses its favor, beauty, and grace . 7 Similarly, people no longer esteem a woman once she has been deflowered. The thought of Angelica's virginity having been taken by somebody else makes him want to die as he grieves the loss that would come from her no longer being a worthy object of his affections. While listening to him she feels indifferent, hard and cold as a column ("ma dura e fredda più d'una colonna" OF 1.49.5), but realizing that she needs his protection she leaves her hiding place to greet him. Perhaps Vignali's most original contribution to the textual source is his deployment of metaphors related to stone. The king has awoken from his petrified state, as if brought back to life by her longed-for presence. With her stretched left leg and erect pose her body has a columnar character. The analogies between slender Ionic and Corinthian columns and a woman's body, first described in Vitruvius's De architectura (4.1.7-8), were by then a commonplace. 8 Vignali's use of the architectural metaphor brings Angelica's dissimulation into play. Pretending to be moved by his tears, the smiling maid is really as indifferent as stone.
Throughout the text the writer's repeated references to Angelica's virginity are so emphatic that they amount to overcompensation, leaving the reader less than persuaded. In the episode when Angelica encounters Agricante, she tells him that she is still untouched. To this the narrator adds that only someone not in his right mind would have taken that for the truth, which of course the love-struck king is not (OF 1.56.1-2). Ariosto also alluded to the ambiguity surrounding her virtue when likening her revelation to Agricante to a vision of two beautiful goddesses, Diana and Venus, only the former being chaste (OF 1.52.1-4). The flowers that abound behind Vignali's depiction of Angelica, a common metaphor of her untouched sex, are vegetal metaphors that at once point toward Angelica's virginity and manipulate Agricante with their sensual allure. While hiding in the thicket, prickly on the outside and indicative of her untouched state and withdrawal from the world of action, Angelica is safe and, unnoticed, she spies the events from inside her hideaway. The moment she leaves the thicket and tries to instrumentalize her virginity things go awry. Putting her chastity on display, she risks tainting it.
Vignali's audience would likely have seen the painting as a comedy, in which an overly confident Angelica is on the verge of mastering the situation through dissimulation, and a love-struck king is about to receive a blow to his manhood. After Angelica has comforted the king he decides to have his way with her, convinced that even though she resisted him he could give her no greater bliss. His plans are interrupted when a knight arrives and knocks him down. The knight turns out to be Bradamante, and Sacripante experiences a crisis of his masculinity . One female virgin unintentionally saves the chastity of another. Both women are great beauties, but Bradamante, like her Muslim counterpart Marfisa, participates in the war invisible underneath her armor. The fact that neither of the two women warriors has been conquered in battle is directly related to their virginal state. Unlike the armed Bradamante and Marfisa, indistinguishable from the male warriors, Angelica must use her beauty to gain the attention of men in order to survive, but that puts her at risk of losing the one asset upon which her survival depends: her virginity. The story in Canto 10 of Olimpia abandoned on a deserted island by her faithless lover Bireno reveals exactly what Angelica fears. No longer a virgin, Angelica would be rejected by men and lose the necessary protection of a knight.
When Agricante decides to rape Angelica, he uses language drawn from courtly love as he says to himself, "Corrò la fresca e matutina rosa" (OF 1.58.1). This is a reference to Guido Cavalcanti's sonnet "Fresca rosa novella," honoring the poet's beloved, who is like the newly blossoming rose. Cavalcanti calls her "angelicata" (line 18) and describes her "angelica sembranza" (line 19), making Ariosto's allusion to the poem more emphatic. 9 Ariosto's deployment of the literary conventions of heterosexual desire, known from Tuscan lyric, is deeply ironic. Once inserted into a historical narrative of lived experience, it seems that these conventions lose their idealized status. As courtly love turns overtly carnal the Petrarchan lover transforms into a potential rapist. Painters in Florence explored this parody of courtly love in scenes with Angelica and Ruggiero.
Around 1621-22 Cardinal Carlo de' Medici (1595-1666) commissioned a series of paintings from different artists based on Ovid, Ariosto, and Tasso. These were installed in his Casino Mediceo at San Marco in Florence. The works included Giovanni Bilivert's (1585-1644) Ruggiero and Angelica completed by 1624 (Fig. 3) . 10 Bilivert's painting is based on Canto 10, which tells of Ruggiero's arrival on the hippogriff to save Angelica, who has been tied naked to a rock to be sacrificed to a sea monster. As the two depart through the air he gets the impulse to rape her. For that purpose he lands on a meadow shadowed by oak trees in a forest off the coast of Brittany, nicely rendered by Bilivert. In his eagerness to get out of his armor Ruggiero fumbles. In the following canto the desperate Angelica recalls that she has on her finger the magical ring, which, if placed in her mouth, will make her invisible. Once she has disappeared from sight the disappointed Ruggiero realizes that the hippogriff has taken off as well, painted by Bilivert as an eagle-headed Pegasus blending into the clouds. Angelica's draperies are almost certainly a later, censoring addition, since the known copies of the work all show her naked.
By showing a nude woman and an armed man, Bilivert has created a situation that could hardly be more unequal, yet Ruggiero's sexual aggression will have an anticlimactic outcome. The red of his costume suggests both passion and his imminent advances. In the Orlando Furioso fighting can be metaphoric of lovemaking, the sword suggesting the phallus (i.e. OF 19.71.5-8). The weapon painted by Bilivert, colored red and balancing prominently below left on the armor, conveys such metaphorical use of weapons. Ruggiero's breeches are open, but the only thing revealed is the white cloth underneath, while the phallic sword lies ineffectively abandoned below. The image contradicts Ariosto's text, which recounts that, upon landing, the hippogriff folds its wings but not so that of another steed, meaning the paladin's erection . The martial metaphor of the sexual act collapses once the hero tries to use his "sword" for a different purpose. That too much indulgence in heterosexual pleasure on the part of a man emasculated him was a Renaissance commonplace, the myth of Hercules and Omphale being the classical prototype. It was up to Bilivert to propose such an interpretation of Ruggiero's encounter with Angelica. Ruggiero had already been emasculated once by his dalliance with the sorceress Alcina, as he played the part of Hercules to her Omphale.
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In a sketch for the painting, now in Copenhagen, we see Ruggiero in a pose identical to that of the finished work, but not so Angelica (Fig. 4) . 12 Leaning on her left arm in the direction away from Ruggiero while looking at him, she exudes both fear and determination to keep an eye on what he is doing. Holding her right hand with the ring toward her throat in a protective gesture while turning her body, she is evading the audience's gaze as well, even as she turns in our direction. Her reaction to the beholder's gaze should not be taken too literally, since she is not overtly recognizing the beholder's presence. Rather, knowing that Ruggiero's actions were triggered by his sight of her naked body makes her cringe, her anxiety stemming from the possibility of being beheld all together. In this respect she is of a type known from representations of the biblical Susanna threatened with rape by the two elders.
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In the finished painting Bilivert replaced the anxious, vulnerable Angelica with a figure that better corresponds to the text, which describes her being stunned with joy and amazement upon discovering the ring on her finger (OF 11.6.1-4). Even as she reveals her beautiful backside to the audience, she no longer acts as if being naked causes a threat. Although she leans backwards as if to avoid Ruggiero, her pose is without the air of desperation seen in the Copenhagen drawing.
Angelica is not exactly looking through the ring, yet her gesture draws a connection between it and her gaze upon Ruggiero. The narrator of the Orlando Furioso takes the ring for an allegory of reason, which accounts for the witty exchange of subject/object positions inside the painting with respect to who is looking at whom and who is in charge of the situation. Contemplating Ruggiero with philosophical disengagement, she understands the effect that the sight of her nude body has had on him. He, on the other hand, "blinded" by passion, literally does not see her: indeed, he will soon lose sight of her all together. It is a pivotal moment in Angelica's story. Trying to use her physical beauty to maneuver the world of Carolingian chivalry (as painted by Vignali) resulted in her being tied to a rock on the Isle of Tears as fodder for the Orca. Now, however, guided by reason (signified by the ring), she understands the necessity of remaining unseen. Her magic cover possesses an effect comparable to the armor of Bradamante and Marfisa. The ring also makes her erotic dissimulation unnecessary, since she no longer has to pretend to be in love with the knights on whose protection her safety depended. Instead she can now fall in love, pursue the object of her desires, and, in the company of her husband Medoro, exit Ariosto's narrative altogether for a presumably happy future in the East. 14 Another remarkable Florentine painting showing Ruggiero's unsuccessful attempt at raping Angelica is Cecco Bravo's (1601-61) smaller work of unknown provenance, dated to around 1640 in the Smart Museum of Art in Chicago (Fig. 5) . 15 The painting draws heavily on Florentine traditions, as in the Leonardesque atmospheric haze of the landscape and the sfumato of the dreamy figures. She is an imitation of the ancient Crouching Venus type and, for the stylization of her contour and form, the female nudes by the grand-ducal court sculptor Giambologna (1529-1608).
16 These vernacular stylistic features emphasized Ariosto's status as an 'adopted' Tuscan poet.
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Cecco Bravo's engagement with Ariosto's poetic language is particularly rich. The poet uses the metaphor of the sun hiding behind a cloud to describe Angelica's disappearance from Ruggiero's sight (OF 11.6.7-8). In the painting the shadow beginning to spread over the luminescent Angelica translates the simile into paint, the arch of her pose evoking the celestial body. The painter also spells out the bestial nature of Ruggiero's desire through formal analogies between him and the uncontrollable, monstrous hippogriff seen escaping. The red fabric of his leggings recalls blood, implying, as in Bilivert's painting, his planned violation. With his small profile and wild curls there is something bird-like about him, a countenance which recalls the eagle-headed hippogriff. The analogy between Ruggiero and the escaping creature is also conveyed by his abandoned helmet, cape, and shield at his feet. The scattered objects resemble an abandoned hide, alluding to his frantic attempt at undressing, and the gilding on the helmet begs association with a beak.
In order to understand the fascination with the threatened princess to painters and their audiences a century after the initial publication in 1516 of Ariosto's poem, it is necessary to consider the changes that took place in Italian painting around 1600 and the status of the female nude. The arrival of baroque styles in painting during the end of the sixteenth century was largely a reaction against what now is deemed late mannerist painting as practiced in particular in Tuscany and the 14 For Angelica's departure from the narrative of the Orlando Furioso as a sign of female agency see Stoppino, Genealogies of Fiction 147-48.
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18 By the 1580s the Carracci in Bologna and Ludovico Cigoli (1559-1613) in Florence had begun creating programmatic alternatives to painting that they considered too artificial, based on the study of past art rather than nature, and with an excessive emphasis on design at the expense of color. A common term of abuse for the older generation of painters was statuina, deeming painting that seemed to be made up of little tinted statues rather than figures of flesh and blood. 19 The reaction against late mannerist painting involved a critique of its theoretical foundation in the first history of Italian art, published in Florence by the artist and Medici courtier Giorgio Vasari in 1550 and again in 1568 in a much expanded edition. Elevating the arts of disegno in Rome and Tuscany to an absolute pinnacle, thanks to divine intervention and the guiding example of Michelangelo, Vasari delegated secondary roles to the painterly modes of the Veneto and Lombardy for their said lack of perfect disegno. In Vasari's view, Michelangelo's disegno had bested the colorito of Correggio (1489 Correggio ( -1534 and Titian (c. 1488 Titian (c. -1576 .
The first critical response in printed form to Vasari's marginalization of the North-Italian schools came in Ludovico Dolce's dialogue L'Aretino, published in Venice in 1557.
20 Criticizing Michelangelo's painted bodies for being overly muscular and hard and appealing more to sculptors than to painters, Dolce promoted Raphael and Titian as the true exponents of color, to which he ascribed the properties of light and shadow, surface textures, the atmospheric effects of landscapes, and above all the representation of skin. The Venetian humanist contrasted the nudes of Raphael and Titian that seemed soft to the sense of touch against Michelangelo's said hardness of figural style. In doing so he laid the theoretical ground for the later critique of Michelangelo's mannerist followers as practicing an ineffective painterly maniera statuina. In his dialogue Dolce let his mouthpiece "Aretino" raise criticisms of the Sistine Last Judgment for its presumed lack of decorum because of the prominent nudity. 21 The real criticism against the Florentine artist, however, was that his paintings were not erotic enough as in capable of creating a desiring response in the viewer. Excellence in painting resided in the union of color and design that sustained an amorous response. The representation of soft, beautiful limbs of women and youths, appealing to the sense of touch, was the true mark of painterly difficulty. 22 To Dolce the eroticism of such beautiful painting could both be chaste and lascivious. An example of the latter is the author's letter to Gaspare Contarini, attached to the dialogue, in which he claimed that Titian's Venus and Cupid could make the blood stir and make a man of any age grow warm and tender. 23 At the other end of the spectrum were Raphael's Madonnas, which moved their audience to love the Mother of God because of that indefinable element of divinity that infused the artist's renderings of her physical beauty. such as Bologna, Rome, and Naples. 25 This perception has grown out of a combination of modern taste, a narrow idea of what defined baroque painting, and the hindsight of what were to become important for the later history of art. The artists trained in the Florentine Accademia del Disegno would play a very limited role to the later history of Italian art. The early sources on the Tuscan Seicento, however, reveal changed perceptions of pictorial canons and genealogies comparable to what was happening elsewhere on the Italian peninsula. Against Vasari's critical position, Venetian and Lombard painting became paradigmatic to modern Florentine painting. Correggio's deployment of Leonardesque sfumato preserved intensity of hue and created an unprecedented sense of softness (Fig. 6) . Together with Titian's painterly handling and chiaroscuro the two painters offered models that made nature and art exchangeable (Correggio is here exemplified by The Virgin Adoring the Infant Christ, which would have been familiar to the Florentine artists since it had been in the grandducal collections since 1617).
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Filippo Baldinucci's seventeenth-century work on Florentine art exemplifies the changed perception of the artistic past in reaction against the Vasarian narrative. When praising Cigoli he explained that during the painter's time the followers of Michelangelo, by which he meant the Vasarian school, produced many ungainly artists ("molti goffi artifici"). Cigoli, on the other hand, was an exception, having both excellent disegno and colorito, and people who understood his art called him the Florentine Titian and Correggio. 27 Another Seicento biographer of Cigoli called Correggio the master of color ("il maestro del colorito") and described how Cigoli with Correggio's example created a beautiful and gracious style ("bella e leggiadra maniera"). Significantly, that biographer hightlighted Bilivert among Cigoli's students who most closely approached his master's art. 28 Bilivert's pupil Orazio Fidani (1606-56) Cardi, "Vita di Cigoli, " in Baldinucci, Notizie dei professori, vol 7:44, 51. 29 Contini, Bilivert 82. La quale [Angelica] è dipinta con tanta morbidezza e freschezza, che pareva di carne vera, accordata in un paese che veramente non si può desiderar più, perché vi si vede Ruggieri che si strappa le vestimenta, col cavallo ipogrifo per aria volante, che fa stupir chi rimira da opera.
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The description, in which naturalism, softness of flesh, and desire intersect, echoes sixteenth-century criticism of Venetian and Lombard painting.
The reaction against Vasarian mannerism and the turn to NorthItalian models involved a crux of naturalism and the rendition of beautiful, youthful bodies, able to create an amorous response. This appeal to the senses the Roman Church embraced because of its broad appeal to audiences, though desire awoken by painting should necessarily serve an ecclesiastic purpose. It is with this in mind that I shall turn to a dialogue published anonymously in Florence in 1652 by the Jesuit Gian Domenico Ottonelli (1581-1670) and the painter Pietro da Cortona (1596 Cortona ( -1669 . 30 The title of the work, Trattato della pittura e scultura: Uso et abuso loro evokes another clerical publication on art published about a century earlier, Giovanni Andrea Gilio da Fabriano's (d. 1584) Dialogo nel quale si ragiona degli errori e degli abusi de' pittori circa l'istorie of 1564. Gilio is primarily known as a detractor of Michelangelo, his text containing a detailed critique of the Sistine Last Judgment.
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These treatises on Christian art reveal a change of emphasis in the triad of classical rhetorical theory that formed a foundation for the critical apparatus of both works, as exemplified by Cicero (De optimo genere oratorum 1.3). Like the speech of the orator, painting was expected to instruct, delight, and move. Gilio was, in particular, inclined toward rhetoric's first faculty, for he insisted that painters, unlike Michelangelo, should follow Scripture in the strictest sense possible so that that no false doctrine or confusion could be conveyed by church images. Ottonelli and Pietro da Cortona, on the other hand, placed the emphasis on the third part of rhetorical theory defined by Cicero when it came to art. The ability of an image to move the viewer emotionally and spiritually was the foremost subject of their treatise. Recognizing that sacred painting, in order to be rhetorically efficient, needed to give the illusion of life itself, they revered Correggio and Titian. But they were not without reservations, as both authors reduced the impact of art on audiences to an antithesis of the pious and demonic. 32 The treatise opens with commentaries on the divine origins of painting, and, in an Aristotelian argument regarding the natural ends of the arts, the authors claimed that painting, being a gift from God, was inimical to anything immoral and should necessarily be a tool of spiritual edification. Satan, on the other hand, inspired painters to produce shameless works. Ibid., 7-8.
Images of nudes, whether of females or boys, were the writers' major concern because such representations risked inviting the devil into the beholder. A story involving one of Pietro da Cortona's former teachers, the Florentine Andrea Commodi (1560-1648) , exemplifies the problems facing the writers regarding the efficacy of the represented female nude. 34 Commodi, so the treatise claimed, was a most worthy painter, excellent in his art and of virtuous conduct. Having made a painting (now lost) of the nude Mary Magdalene, he was criticized for committing an error, since the image was lascivious and scandalous. This so disturbed him that he brought the work to a theologian of great virtue and excellent doctrine, who recommended that the artist leave the painting the way it was, because it was executed with that art which, without revealing any impure part, stimulates penitence and devotion rather than lasciviousness and abandon. Making the clergy the foremost judges of art, the story reveals the precariousness of defining what effect the image of bodily beauty had on the beholder, even as Ottonelli and Pietro da Cortona tried to demonstrate the opposite.
That the Ariostean paintings discussed above could be seen to exemplify the kind of danger that so concerned Ottonelli and Pietro da Cortona comes across in an anecdote surrounding Bilivert's Angelica and Ruggiero. A seventeenth-century manuscript source, which some have attributed to the painter himself, tells of Carlo de' Medici's mother Christina of Lorraine (1565-1637) taking offense at the work. Upon her encounter with Bilivert, she questioned why he had painted an image of a naked woman showing her shameful parts (meaning her lower back) for her son the cardinal, who was still young. 35 In reply the painter said that, as far as he knew, women only had shameful parts on the front. Christina of Lorraine was at that point the de facto ruler of the grand duchy together with her daughter-in-law Maria Maddalena of Austria (1589-1631), the widow of Grand Duke Cosimo II (r. 1609-21). That Bilivert should have replied in this way to one of the regents is dubious, but the anecdote is significant for what it tells us about concerns with images of the female nude at the grand-ducal court. One might think of Vignali's Angelica as a modern equivalent to Titian's La Bella (Galleria Palatina, Florence) and Ibid., 39. vert's Angelica as the restaging of a Venus of Urbino. Unlike Titian's paintings, centered on a single female figure, the Florentine examples include a male response to the women. In the baroque paintings the protagonists' experience of visual pleasure and its accompanying discomfort become the subject of painting itself. In a culture where Correggio and Titian had become models for affective, naturalistic painting, Ariosto's text offered artists the means to ironize any attempt at defining responses to bodily beauty and the harnessing of beautiful painting for social control.
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Issues of the proliferation of erotic imagery and attempts of the Counter-Reformation Church at controlling the sexual habits of the populace are discussed in Ginzburg, "Titian, Ovid, and Sixteenth-Century Codes for Erotic Illustration" 23-36. For the commonplace in Early Modern artistic theory of letting the beauty of a woman become a synecdoche for beautiful painting and the style of a painter see Cropper, "The Beauty of Woman"175-90. See also Pardo, "Artifice as Seduction in Titian" 55-89.
